Letter from the President
On behalf of the ACP Foundation, I warmly welcome you to the 2022
ACP MetroCon, the 6th year since its debut in 2017.
I was amazed by the MetroCon when I first attended it in 2019,
because I rarely had seen an event so grand, lively, helpful and
enjoyable. I learned a lot from the discussion forums on technology,
education, entrepreneurship, investment and legal/civil rights issues,
just like thousands of participants on that day.
2020 was the year of the pandemic. School and work moved online,
and so did the MetroCon. The virtual conference was a huge success,
with a cumulative attendance of 1,600. During the in-person award
ceremony, the masks with ACP Logo became a highlight in all photos.
2021 was the year of recovery. MetroCon resumed in-person; there
were many hugs and cheers as people were immersed in the realperson warmth after a long period of isolation.
2022 is certainly not one of the best years. Stubbornly high inflation, tighter monetary policy, depressed
economic activity, protracted war in Ukraine, energy shortages and high energy prices, persistent supply chain
disruptions, roiling financial market, and chilled housing market, all lead to a gloomy economic outlook. Google
searches on the term “recession” have hit record high. China’s Zero-Covid policy is hobbling businesses and
activities; most of us have not been able to visit China since 2019.
Looking back, I am thankful that I went through these memorable years with ACP. I remember the informative
seminar on Covid when the initial outbreaks were causing panic, and the team worked long hours to donate
protective clothing and masks to hospitals and communities. I remember hundreds of people ran together in
rain to raise money for NiHao food bank program, and the heartwarming smiles when we delivered gifts to a
school in a less privileged neighborhood. I remember the passionate discussions after the entrepreneurship
salons, and the exciting moments when the ACP robotics teams won awards.
No matter how bumpy the path is ahead of us, let us unite and support each other. Whether we were born here
or immigrated here, we will work together to make this land a better home. We share the same dreams with each
other, and with other ethnic groups as well: a peaceful and inclusive environment in which we can work hard
towards success, raise children safely and happily, and contribute to our communities.
ACP has been serving the community for 29 years. We host seminars, forums and education programs free to the
public. We also support fund raising and food drive initiatives, working with other organizations. Our mission is
to promote community engagement, partnership, accountability, and win-win. One team one dream, through
good times and bad times.
I would like to express gratitude to our sponsors and speakers for their generous support. I also thank all
volunteers, board members and advisors for their hard work to put this event together. Finally, I appreciate you
joining us today. Our community will only grow stronger with your involvement.

Anne Hsu, 2022 President, ACP Foundation
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2022 ACP MetroCon Schedule
9:00 AM – 10:30 AM Education Forum (Collinwood 3)
o

Pursue Excellence with New Pedagogy: From Problem-Solving, STEM Ed to
Constructionism
Yu Meng, President, ArcGen Programming & AI Academy

o

Introduction to Hackathon and MetroHacks
Logan Song, Director & Chief Cloud Architect, Dito

10:45 AM – 12:15 PM
Flying Horse Entrepreneurship Forum (Collinwood 2)
o

Surprisingly Impactful Individuals in Early Startups
Eric Yang, CEO, Topaz Labs

o

Risk Taking: from 0 to 1, and 1 to X
Kevin Wang, Co-founder and CEO, Newline Interactive

Technology Forum (Collinwood 3)
o

Integrating AI-Based Auto-Segmentation into Clinical Pipeline
Junjie Wu, Instructor of Radiation Oncology, UTSW Medical Center

o

Reinvent Customer Experience with Conversational AI
Julia Liang, VP of Technology, Goldman Sachs

12:30 PM – 1:00 PM Special Session (Sunny Slope)
o

Your Family Assets and the Marital Relationship
Joedy Thurston, Attorney at Law, Thurston Law PLLC

1:15 PM – 2:45 PM Keynote Session (Collinwood 2)
o

WeChat Users v. US President: How Chinese Americans Fought for Their Rights and
the Lessons
Keliang Zhu, Managing Partner, DeHeng Law Silicon Valley Office

o

The Fintech Revolution and Beyond
Jingming Li, Founder & CEO, Trova Technologies

3:00 PM – 4:30 PM
Gold Eagle Investment Forum (Collinwood 2)
o

Investment in Commercial Real Estate
Charlie Yue, Founder, Blue Hawk Capital

o

Macro Changes in the Market and Finding Opportunities in a Bear Market
Wendy Chen, Sr. Financial Advisor & Sr. Portfolio Advisor

Career Forum (Collinwood 3)
o

Stay Hungry, Stay Foolish
Logan Song, Director & Chief Cloud Architect, Dito

o

Career Development Tips in IT Field
Xin Wang, Software Engineer, Google

Robotics
9:00 AM – 10:00 AM

Road to Autonomy in Future Smart Cities (Northbrook)
Yan Wan, Distinguished Professor, University of Texas at Arlington

10:00 AM – 3:00 PM

Robotics Scrimmage (Northbrook)

1:00 PM – 3:00 PM

Team USA Demo (Fairview)

Futureproof your business with Beyondsoft
Solving beyond the problem.

Empowering our customers to transform the way they do business by leveraging emerging
technologies is the cornerstone of our mission. We center every engagement around your
roadmap and objectives to create technology solutions that align with and propel your business
goals - no matter where you are in your digital journey.

We deliver beyond your expectations.

Since 1995, corporations around the world have trusted Beyondsoft to innovate custom IT solutions
for their most complex business challenges. Our commitment to attracting top global talent
combined with our growing ecosystem of partners, products, and skillsets, enables us to deliver
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KEYNOTE
KEYNOTE
The Power of Inclusion
An upper extremity surgeon, Dr. Lee established hand transplant programs
at Johns Hopkins and University of Pittsburgh using an immunomodulatory
protocol from his laboratory research. He led the surgical team that
performed the first double hand transplant (2009) and the first above-elbow
arm transplant (2010) in the U.S. In 2018, a team under his leadership
performed the world’s first total penis-scrotum transplant on a wounded
warrior.

W. P. Andrew Lee, MD
Provost and Dean
Executive VP for Academic Affairs
UT Southwestern Medical Center

Dr. Lee has served in numerous national leadership positions, including the
President of American Association for Hand Surgery (2019-2020), President
of the American Society for Reconstructive Transplantation (2014-16), Chair
of the American Board of Plastic Surgery (2012-13), and President of the
American Society for Surgery of the Hand (2011-12). He has received over 100
national and international honors and awards.
A graduate of Harvard College and Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Dr.
Lee has been the Chief of Hand Surgery at Massachusetts General
Hospital/Harvard Medical School, Chief of Plastic Surgery at University of
Pittsburgh, and Chair of Department of Plastic Surgery at Johns Hopkins. In
2019 he was recruited to UT Southwestern Medical Center as the Provost and
Dean, overseeing its 3,200 faculty members, 4,000 students and trainees, and
over $600 million of annual research expenditure.
Abstract
I immigrated to the U.S. at the age of 15 to be with my siblings and went to 4
different schools in 4 years. Despite a new language and culture, I was
welcomed by my American classmates and teachers with open arms. And
while I had no roots, no connection, and little resources, the finest schools in
the country opened their doors and gave me scholarships. This would have
been inconceivable in other parts of the world.
From my life experience, whether it was pushing forward the medical
frontier, building an academic enterprise, advancing a professional
organization, or pursuing a career, the spirit of inclusion is not only
advantageous but also a powerful secret for success.
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KEYNOTE
WeChat Users v. U.S. President:
How Chinese Americans Fought for Their Rights and its Lessons
Mr. Keliang Clay Zhu has been practicing law for 22 years, focusing on crossborder investment and litigation. He was awarded “California Lawyer of the Year”
in civil rights in 2022. He also devotes substantial time to pro bono work to protect
the interests of the Chinese Americans. He was the primary organizer and lead
counsel of the WeChat case against President Trump in 2020. He currently serves
as the chairman of Chinese American Legal Defense Alliance, a non-profit
organization dedicated to the elimination of racial discrimination.

Keliang (Clay) Zhu
Managing Partner
DeHeng Law Offices,
Silicon Valley Office

Abstract
On August 6, 2020, President Trump issued an Executive Order that would ban the
use of WeChat in 45 days. Mr. Zhu and several Chinese American lawyers
immediately formed a non-profit organization U.S. WeChat Users Alliance and
started a lawsuit challenging the WeChat ban. With little funding and tremendous
time pressure, Mr. Zhu and his legal team fought a classic David v. Goliath battle
against the U.S. government, winning at both the U.S. District Court in California
and the Ninth Court of Appeals. The lawsuit successfully stopped the WeChat ban
and forced the U.S. government to pay nearly one million dollars in legal fees. This
victory is the first case in U.S. history where Chinese Americans prevailed over a
President in court.
Mr. Zhu will share the inside story about this incredible legal fight, and his
insights about how Chinese Americans should stand up and speak out in the U.S.

The Fintech Revolution and Beyond
Mr. Jingming Li is the founder and CEO of Trova Technologies, a San Francisco
based startup company. TrovaPage is a new generation commerce platform to
build trust in communities and empower real-life creators in the digital world.
Before founding Trova, Jingming was the Technology VP of Alibaba Group and the
CTO of AliPay/Ant Financial based in Hangzhou. He was instrumental in
transforming AliPay from a nascent Chinese startup into a global fintech
powerhouse. After ten years in China, Jingming returned to Silicon Valley to help
Alibaba and Ant Financial to expand internationally as the founding
CEO/President of AliPay US. Later he was tapped to manage the digital
transformation of one of the largest banks – HSBC, as the Global CIO. He was also
VP for eBay’s transaction and payment platforms.
Jingming Li
Founder & CEO
Trova Technologies Inc.

Abstract
Jingming will share his experiences in building and growing AliPay/Ant Financial,
a pioneer in FinTech, from a startup to a global fintech powerhouse. He will share
his view on how the Internet, as the underlying driving force of change, has
impacted people’s lives and what’s to come.
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EDUCATION FORUM
Pursue Excellence with New Pedagogy:
From Problem-Solving, STEM Ed to Constructionism
Dr. Meng is a passionate educator who coaches secondary school students to
innovate with STEM at spare time. His students have won dozens of top awards in
the prestigious national and international science competitions. He has been
working in the engineering industry for 25 years, holding various technological
positions. He has PhD in Computer Science, MS in Electrical Engineering and BS in
Physics. He is an IEEE Sr. Member, and Certified Master Trainer of the MIT App
Inventor Program. He is one of the ten global recipients of the Teaching Excellence
Award by App Inventor Foundation.

Yu Meng, Ph.D.
President
ArcGen Programming & AI
Academy

Abstract
In the digital age, the emergence of new technologies has greatly changed the way
we live. It also exerts a remarkable impact on educational philosophy, educational
goals, and pedagogy. This lecture presents an effective new pedagogy centered on
growth mindset, constructionism, computing actions, and its philosophy,
principles, and processes. The presentation will narrate how to cultivate high
school students into developers, researchers, innovators, contributors, and
entrepreneurs by training them to win STEM competitions using disruptive
technologies including Internet technology, artificial intelligence, IoT, data
analysis and AR/VR.

Introduction to Hackathon and MetroHacks
With 25+ years of experience, Dr. Logan Song is highly skilled in Enterprise IT
architecture, specializing in Cloud-Computing and Machine-Learning. Dr. Song
holds a PhD in Industrial Engineering, an MS in Computer Science, and a BS in
Electrical Engineering. Currently he is an adjunct professor at the University of
Texas at Dallas, teaching Cloud-Computing and Machine-Learning courses. Dr.
Song is a community volunteer leader. He has made numerous speeches in various
events including Google Cloud NEXT 2022.

Logan Song, Ph.D.
Director, Chief Cloud Architect
Dito, A Google Partner
Company

Abstract
This is the golden age of computer science. The future will be written in code –
colleges and companies are looking for kids who can code - application coders.
Hackathon is a coding event wherein computer programmers develop web or apps.
MetroHacks is the largest international youth hackathon based in Texas. In its
debut last year, MetroHacks2021 had 400 registrants from the United States,
Canada, and India.
This year, Metrohacks 2022 is even bigger! It is a 24-hour, virtual event with a
focus on applying cutting-edge technologies to a variety of featured application
areas. Join us in Metrohacks to build our kids, for the future college, for the future.
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FLYING HORSE ENTREPRENEURSHIP FORUM
Surprisingly Impactful Individuals in Early Startups
Eric Yang is CEO of Topaz Labs, a tech company building image quality software
with deep learning. Topaz Labs has grown 10x over the past 4 years, and is trusted
by photographers and designers on teams at Apple, Netflix, NASA, and more.
Previously Eric founded and sold a company out of college, and worked as an early
product manager at Snapdocs, a Sequoia-backed tech unicorn in San Francisco.
Eric graduated from the McCombs School of Business at the University of Texas at
Austin.

Eric Yang
CEO
Topaz Labs

Abstract
The most transformative individuals often aren’t the ones you would expect. After
working with hundreds of smart people at different tech companies as founder,
product manager, and CEO, Eric tells the story of a few unexpected ones who made
an outsized impact on their company and industry.

Risk Taking – from 0 to 1, and 1 to X
Kevin Wang is the co-founder and CEO of Newline Interactive, Inc. He grew the
company from $0 to $200 million. The company is the top 3 market share leader in
interactive touch panel industry in the US, on the list of Inc. 500 fastest growing
companies in the US from 2016 to 2018, and on the list of Deloitte Fast Tech 500 in
the US from 2017 to 2022. It is among the top 5 fastest growing technology
companies in DFW in 2022.
Before starting his own companies, Kevin worked for LaserComm and Corning. He
has a bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering from Beijing University of
Technology, and an MBA from University of Rochester.
Kevin Wang
Co-Founder & CEO

Abstract
Life is an exploration, not a 100-meter sprint. The starting point and educational
background are insignificant. Entrepreneurship calls for making decisions with
insufficient information, self-motivation, long-term vision and leadership.

Newline Interactive, Inc.
From 0 to 1:
All you’ve got to do is decide to go and the hardest part is over!
Day One or One day? You decide!
Dream, passion, confidence, risk taking, and take actions.
From 1 to X:
Entrepreneurs are unique people; rule of 1%
Live life to the fullest
Your own critic – lifelong learning
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TECHNOLOGY FORUM
Integrating AI-Based Auto-Segmentation into Clinical
Pipeline for Radiotherapy Planning
Junjie Wu is an instructor at the department of Radiation Oncology, UT
Southwestern Medical Center. He is also a faculty member at the MAIA Lab
(Medical Artificial Intelligence and Automation). Dr. Wu is responsible for CT and
MRI medical image segmentation using AI. He also applies AI algorithms into auto
workflow for clinical use. Dr. Wu earned his Ph.D. in Condensed Matter Physics at
the University of Chinese Academy of Science, and master’s degree in Computer
Science at Southern Methodist University.

Junjie Wu. Ph.D.
Instructor
Radiation Oncology
UT Southwestern
Medical Center

Abstract
Cancer radiotherapy requires accurate Organ at Risk delineation to ensure
treatment quality. However, manual contouring is extremely labor-intensive,
prone to inaccuracy and requires clinical expertise. Therefore, it is important to
train a robust AI-based segmentation model and build a clinical workflow to
automate OAR contouring for an Eclipse clinical treatment planning system. The
evaluation results demonstrated that the models exhibited high accuracy contour
segmentation quantified by Dice Similarity Coefficient and in the 95th percentile
accuracy according to Hausdorff Distance. The entire clinical workflow greatly
assisted the physicians to efficiently complete the contours.

Reinvent Customer Experience with Conversational AI
Julia Liang is a passionate, strategic technology leader with extensive experience
leading digital transformations in Fortune 100 companies. Julia joined Goldman
Sachs in 2019 as VP of Technology in Consumer Banking. She successfully
introduced Conversational AI to the organization to transform the contact center
and the customer experience. Julia and her team launched virtual voice assistants
for multiple lines of business in 2022, leading to significant operational cost
savings. Julia owns dual MS in Computer Science and Mechanical Engineering
from Ohio University and MBA from Cornell University.

Julia Liang
VP of Technology
Goldman Sachs

Abstract
Are you working in a customer-centric organization? Are you passionate about
exploring innovative technology solutions to provide an effortless self-service
experience that wows your customers? In this talk, Julia will share her expertise
on applying Conversational AI technology in Goldman Sachs to reinvent their
Consumer Banking contact center customer experience and introduce significant
economic results. The topics will include an introduction to Conversational AI, the
key benefits of using the technology to enable conversational customer selfservice, and the secret source of a successful implementation of Conversational AI.
Hopefully, the audience will have a much better understanding of the technology
and be inspired to use this technology to unlock the potential of their business.
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CAREER FORUM
Career Development Tips in IT Field
Xin Wang has 10 years of mobile development experience. She has worked on
several apps in Google play store, including Vodafone Wallet, Royal bank of
Canada, FedEx, USAA, and Google Mobile Services.
Xin Wang is a passionate community volunteer, current president of DFW Chinese
IT Association. She has mentored junior engineers, and benefited greatly from
being mentored.

Xin Wang
Software Engineer
Google

Abstract
We all have career development goals. What I have learned in my own career
experience: your interview skills are as important as your work capability, how
you do your work is as important as what you do. In my presentation, I’ll share my
experience on how to develop tech skills and leadership skills at work, how to get a
raise/promotion/bonus, how to negotiate a better job offer, and how to evaluate
all the options you have.

Stay Hungry, Stay Foolish
With 25+ years of experience, Dr. Logan Song is highly skilled in Enterprise IT
architecture, specializing in Cloud-Computing and Machine-Learning.
Dr. Song holds a PhD in Industrial Engineering, an MS in Computer Science, and a
BS in Electrical Engineering. Currently he is an adjunct professor at the University
of Texas at Dallas, teaching Cloud-Computing and Machine-Learning courses.
Dr. Song is a community volunteer leader. He has made numerous speeches in
various events including Google Cloud NEXT 2022.

Logan Song, Ph.D.
Director, Chief Cloud Architect
Dito, A Google Partner
Company

Abstract
In the summer of 2015, I was facing a question: do I really want to get out of my
comfort zone and pursue a new career called “cloud computing and machine
learning”? At that time, I had been working in the traditional IT industry for over
20 years and was very comfortable with my professional life. Starting a new
journey means that I would have to learn from the beginning! For the whole
summer, I was thinking about this question, along with another fundamental
question: what do I really want to do in my life?
One day, I came across Steve Jobs’ commencement speech at Stanford University
in 2005. Suddenly I heard a voice: “Stay Hungry, Stay Foolish!” At that moment, I
made up my mind. What has happened since 2015? I will share my story.
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GOLD EAGLE INVESTMENT FORUM
Investment in Commercial Real Estate
Mr. Yue started investing in multifamily in 2012. Through the years, he and his
business partner have invested in over 5,200 apartment units. They have
purchased over 1,400 units so far in 2022. There are more multifamily projects in
their pipeline. Other than multifamily, he and his team are involved in many
commercial real estate investments, such as industrial warehouses and land.
Mr. Yue was interviewed by New York Times in 2015 because of his real estate
investment achievements. He has been invited to various real estate investing
seminar as an expert speaker. He is very active in community service. He served as
the president of ACP, and is currently serving as the executive vice president in
US-China Chamber of Commerce, Dallas.
Charlie Yue
Founder
Blue Hawk Capital, LLC

Abstract
Mr. Charlie Yue will cover the basics of commercial real estate, especially in
multifamily. He will share the advantages of multifamily investment, how to
choose the right investment projects. Other topics include forced appreciation on
multifamily, special tax advantages, etc. He will analyze the multifamily market in
Texas and share his opinion on the investment timing. It is still a good time to
invest in multifamily. Mr. Yue will elaborate on the future market potential.

Macro Changes in the Market and Finding Opportunities
in a Bear Market
Wendy Chen, a Senior Financial Advisor and Sr. Portfolio Advisor, has been
working at Global Wealth and Investment management (GWIM) division of
Merrill Lynch/ Bank of America for over a decade. She strives to understand
client’s goals/investing objectives and risk tolerance in order to provide strategies
to achieves goals while mitigating risks during the process. She has earned an
MBA in Finance and a Master’s degree in Biology from University of North
Carolina.

Wendy Chen
Sr. Financial Advisor
Sr. Portfolio Advisor

Abstract
2022 has been a challenging year for investors. With risk rising, volatility in the
market has increased and triggered significant decline in the equity market.
Inflation, which has started to rise last year, has remained elevated reaching 40year high. The Federal reserve has been raising rates to tame inflation. Along with
the Ukraine-Russia war and China’s zero-Covid policy, the issues of fuel supply
and supply chain instability, the economy is losing momentum and showing signs
of slowdown. What can investors do to mitigate risks and find opportunities?
Wendy is going to share the research from Bank of America equity research
department and guidance from chief investment office at Merrill Lynch.
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ROBOTICS AND SPECIAL SESSION
Road to Autonomy in Future Smart Cities
Yan Wan is a Distinguished Professor at the University of Texas at Arlington. Her
research interests lie in systems and control, and the applications to urban aerial
mobility, autonomous driving, robot networking, air traffic management and
microgrids. Her research has been supported by NSF, ONR, ARO, NIST, IEEE, Ford
Motors, Toyota Motors, Lockheed Martin, MITRE, and FAA. The research has led
to over 220 publications and technology transfer outcomes. She received
prestigious awards including NSF CAREER Award and many others.

Yan Wan, Ph.D.
Distinguished Professor
Electrical Engineering
University of Texas at Arlington

Abstract
Autonomy is a key strategy in the Industry Revolution 4.0. It goes beyond
automation by equipping robots and in general dynamic systems with more
intelligence to deal with uncertainties, unknowns, attacks, and unexpected events.
In future smart cities, autonomous systems will play significant roles in diverse
applications such as transportation, infrastructure, healthcare and economics. In
this talk, we will discuss challenges and enabling technologies for the design of
autonomous systems in future smart cities applications. We will also highlight the
recent autonomous systems research at the UTA Dynamical Networks and Control
Laboratory directed by Dr. Wan, e.g., on autonomous driving, smart energy grids,
and AI drones for emergency response.

Your Family Assets and the Marital Relationship
Joedy Thurston has been a strong advocate for her clients since she began
practicing law in 2012. She believes that every case deserves her personal
attention, whether it is big or small. Joedy focuses her practice in the area of
Family Law, helping clients with divorce, child custody, support, and other family
law related matters. She is also a certified mediator in the State of Texas. Joedy
graduated with a Juris Doctorate in law and Masters in Chemistry from the
University of Arizona, and a Bachelors in Chemistry from Cornell University.

Joedy Thurston
Attorney at Law
Thurston Law PLLC
Mediator
Meaningful Solutions LLC

Abstract
The traditions of family members helping each other in times of need and
collaborating with each other to increase their wealth and asset is a long standing
one. It is not uncommon to have parents help fund their child’s first marital home
or siblings purchase property in each other’s names or with each other. However,
many do not understand or think of the ultimate effects their action may have in
the long run. How can one minimize the risk of their family members’ hardearned money benefitting the other spouse unfairly? How can one increase the
protection of these family assets in the marital relationship? How does the court
view these family assets during property division in a divorce? What are some
common pitfalls that one should look for when engaging in such family
purchases? Let us explore some of these issues and general concerns.
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YAE
ACP Youth Award of Excellence
The ACP Foundation offers ACP Youth Award for Excellence with monetary scholarship to our next generation
professionals. The YAE is designed to recognize outstanding achievements in five areas: STEM, Arts, Sports,
Community Service and Leadership, and Overall Achievement. The candidates are 10th to 12th grade students,
children of an ACP member, and in the top 20% of their current school academic score ranking. ACP encourages
the younger generations to pursue excellence in learning, innovation, leadership and commitment.

2022 YAE AWARD: STEM
Shuopu Wang Jasper High School 10th grade
Captain of Technicbots 8565, the FIRST World Championship Inspire Award Winner and a
Hall of Fame Team
Team USA New Technology Project Lead to compete in 2022 FIRST Global Challenge
Princeton University 2022 Summer Academy Research Project Lead
Various short-course freestyle swimming AA time
1st place in 2021 Piano Music Teacher Association Trophy Competition, 5th place in 2021
Dallas Symphonic Festival Competition, and 3rd place in 2020 International Youth Talent
Competition

Joseph Sun St. Mark’s School of Texas 10th grade
FGC (First Global Challenge) -- Core hardware designer of Team U.S.A competing at Geneva,
Switzerland in Oct. 2022
Trainer /presenter at Robotics 2022 FYLSET Hybrid FTC workshop
CAST-TX STEM Bridge Summer Research CAMP Certificate at University of Texas at
DALLAS in 2022
FTC 18227 team member (Core Hardware) with the Inspire award 3rd Place and Finalist
Alliance - Captain for 2021/22 Season
Presidential Service Bronze Award 2021-2022

2022 YAE AWARD: Arts
YAE AWAR2022 YAE

AWARD :

STEM

James Liu Allen High School 11th grade
1st Place – J. Earl Lee International Piano Competition 2022
1st Place - Music International Grand Prix Teen Piano 2022
Silver Hands Award - Milan International Piano Competition 2022
Semifinalist/Scholarship Award – Rubato International Piano Competition 2022
Alternate Winner - Texas MTNA Competition 2021
1st prize - North Texas Young Artist Competition Piano 2021
2nd prize - Dallas Symphonic Festival Concerto Competition 2021
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YAE
2022 YAE AWARD: Sports
Rayna Li The Hockaday School 10th grade
Hockaday Varsity Tennis Team Line 1
Hockaday Tennis Varsity Team Most Valuable Player Award Winner
Texas Top 10 Junior Tennis Player

Angelina Huang Highland Park High School 10th grade
5A TISCA Record-Holder in the 100-Yard Backstroke
Districts and Regional Champion in 100-Yard Backstroke, 200-Yard Individual
Medley, 200-Yard Medley Relay, and 400-Yard Freestyle Relay
4th Place at 5A State Championships in 100-Yard Backstroke
Sectionals and Futures Championships Qualifier

2022 YAE AWARD: Community Service and Leadership
Gabriel Bo Plano West Senior High 12th grade
2022 National Champion in Extemporaneous Speaking (NIE Tournament of Champions)
2022 National Finalist in International Extemporaneous Speaking (National Speech and
Debate Association)
2022 National Runner Up in Extemporaneous Speaking (University of Emory Barkley
Forum)
2022 Global Runner Up in the Junior World Affairs Council Academic World Quest
3-Time American Invitational Mathematics Examination (AIME) Qualifier

Boon Bin (Bryan) Tong Jasper High School 10th grade
Vice President of Public Relations - JLTM Toastmasters
Director of Basic Elementary Curriculum Planning - Citizens of Tomorrow
Event-planning officer - Youth Entrepreneur Society
PVSA Gold Award 2022

Alison Zou Highland Park High School 12th grade
President Volunteer Service Awards 2019, 2021, 2022
HPHS Culture Awareness Club, President 2019 – now
Dallas Youth Volunteer Association, Officer 2020 – now
Highland Park Youth Toastmaster, officer 2020 – now
UIL State Marching Band silver award, 2019, 5th place 2021
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YAE
2022 YAE AWARD: Overall Achievement
Neil Song St. Mark’s School of Texas 12th grade
Coauthored and presented “Exploring the Attributes of Social Media Reputation of Fortune
500 Companies” at the VI-International European Conference on Interdisciplinary
Scientific Research with Professor Zhang Xiaoqun
2nd author of “NeuralGrasps: Learning Implicit Representations for Grasps of Multiple
Robotic Hands” - accepted to Conference on Robot Learning 2022
Executive Chairman of MetroHacks 2021
ASR-X Team Captain - 1st place at VMware High School Hacks 2021
James Li Frisco High School 11th grade
All State Orchestra Musician (9th Grade, 2020)
All Region Cello Chamber Orchestra musician
Ranked 2nd out of 459 students, top 1% at Frisco High School
President’s Volunteer Service Award, Bronze Level
SAT score ranked at 99th percentile in the nation
Olivia Xiao Highland Park High School 11th grade
Founder and President of Bake with Purpose, an organization that brings food and joy to
underserved communities
2021, 2022 Captain of Tennis Team at HPHS
2022 Academic Decathlon Team at HPHS
2020, Sculpture selected for District Art Show; 2nd place Ice and Snow Art Competition
2020-21, Member of Spanish, Math, and Computer Science Honor Societies
Amy (Zixi) Wang Plano East Senior High 12th grade
UCI * GATI Independent Student Research Program (UC Irvine) - Qualified to be Published
on UCI x GATI Science Journal
Science research on battery recycling with Dr. Wang from Stanford - Submitted to Journal
of student research for publication
Polygence “Running an Egg business research.” (UC Berkeley)
Elected President/ Founder of ABC English Learning
President’s Volunteer Service Award Gold Medal (260+ volunteer hours)
5 Gold Medals and 2 Silver Medals in NTPGA Tournaments; 3 Gold Medals in High School
Golf Tournaments
Alex Zheng Plano West Senior High 11th grade
Two-time USAJMO (USA Junior Mathematical Olympiad) Qualifier and one-time
Honorable Mention
President’s Volunteer Service Award Gold Medal
RCM (Royal Conservatory of Music) Award for Level 10 Piano
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ACP MetroCon Youth Hackathon
Official Hackathon Event of Major League Hacking (MLH)

MetroHacks 2022
November 19-20, 2022
One of the biggest hackathons ever in the second most populous
state in the US, MetroHacks is an international, beginner-friendly,
24-hour virtual youth hackathon applying technology in real apps.
Metrohacks 2021 offered $6,000 awards and perks, and attracted
400 registrants from the United States, Canada, and India.
Sponsored by Google, Dito and UT Dallas Fintech, MetroHacks 2022
is making a huge impact on the local, national, and international
youth communities.

https://metrohacks.dev

2022 MetroCon Planning Committee
MetroCon Chair

Haoran Li

Fund Raising

David Yan
Anne Hsu
Qiang Gan
Yu Meng
Digger Chen
Haoran Li
Cyndi Jiang

Proclamations

Shuyi Yan
Anne Hsu

VIP Reception

Digger Chen

MC

Sherry Liu
Songmei Wang
Song Liu

Venue
Management

Anne Hsu
Glen Fan
Ray Pan
Edward Lin
Jiaqi Ni
Mariel Ma

Stage Manager

Jinhong Liu

Photography

Jan Xie
Sam Hsu
Dan Tian
Donglan Xia

李浩然
闫光
徐同安
干强
孟愚
陈尊旋
李浩然
蒋欣霖
严淑一
徐同安
陈尊旋
刘一玮
王松梅
刘宋
徐同安
樊电
潘锐
林海波
倪嘉祁
美阳
刘金红
解健
许讯
田丹
夏东岚
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李琳
唐薇
徐同安
孟愚
陈尊旋
罗湘
宋陆根
刘力瑶
莫娟
王首懿

Treasurer

Lin Li

Symposium

Wei Tang
Anne Hsu
Yu Meng
Digger Chen
Sean Luo
Logan Song
Liyao Liu

YAE

Juan Mo
Shouyi Wang

MetroHacks

Logan Song

Robotics

Fang Wang
Zhu Gu
Catherine Gao

Yearbook

Anne Hsu
Zhu Gu
Liyao Liu
Haoran Li
Ray Pan

宋陆根
王芳
古竹
高莉
徐同安
古竹
刘力瑶
李浩然
潘锐

Video

Gowa Borzigin

高娃

Media &
Website

Gowa Borzigin
Haoran Li
Renee Zhang
Mariel Ma

高娃
李浩然
张若葵
美阳

The 2022 ACP MetroCon
has received proclamations from
the following cities:
Carrollton
Dallas

Farmers Branch

Flower Mound

Irving

Richardson

Sachse

Prosper

Lewisville

Mansfield

Plano

Greetings!
As Mayor of Dallas, it is my pleasure to welcome the attendees of the
ACP Foundation’s 2022 MetroCon Conference at the Plano Event Center.
The City of Dallas is pleased to recognize this wonderful occasion which
is organized to celebrate the services that ACP has provided to the
Dallas-Ft. Worth community as well as to strengthen the close ties the
groups has with its members.
We are truly blessed to have such an amazing organization such as the
ACP Foundation in our community and I am thankful for their strong
leadership.
I wish you the best for a memorable and fun event.
Sincerely,

Eric Johnson
Mayor of Dallas

From Steve Chen
Best

Wishes

for a Successful
2022 ACP MetroCon!
From Jet Li

2021-2022 ACP Events
Date

Event

Organizer

Event Chair

10/28/2021

Flying Horse: The Psychology of Pricing in Online Retail

ACP

Jianlei Zhang

11/06/2021

Gold Eagle: The Guide to Investing in ETF

ACP

Liyao Liu

11/20/2021

2021 MetroCon

ACP

Liyao Liu, Anne Hsu

01/08/2022

ACP Robotics: FLL Cargo Connect Scrimmage

ACP

Fang Wang

01/27/2022

Flying Horse: Hot Areas of Startup in Bio-Microelectronics

ACP

Anne Hsu

02/05/2022

Lunar New Year Gala

ACP

Gowa Borzigin

02/20/2022

Gold Eagle: Investment Opportunities in 2022

ACP

Liyao Liu

03/05/2022

5K Dash for the Benefit of NiHao Food Bank Initiative

ACP, Nihao

Gowa Borzigin

03/13/2022

Gold Eagle: The Outlook of Stock Market in 2022

ACP

Cyndi Jiang

04/14/2022

Flying Horse: A Nerdy Engineer and a Serial Entrepreneur

ACP

Anne Hsu

04/23/2022

ACP Golf Club: The Recent Turmoil in the Stock Market

ACP

Kai Wang

04/29/2022

Donation to St. Anthony Academy

ACP, Nihao

Qiang Gan, David
Yan, Anne Hsu

04/30/2022

ACP Annual Member Conference

ACP

Qiang Gan

05/01/2022

Gold Eagle: How to Use Trust in Investment

ACP

Liyao Liu

05/12/2022

ACP Golf Club: Golf King’s Short Game Secrets

ACP

Kai Wang

05/14/2022

ACP Robotics Showcase

ACP

Fang Wang

05/19/2022

Flying Horse: The Legend of a Star Entrepreneur

ACP

Anne Hsu

05/21/2022

Sharing of High School Graduates’ Parents

ACP

Logan Song

05/30/2022

Board Member Training

ACP

Dick Cai, Haoran Li

06/11/2022

ACP Golf Club: Texas Real Estate Trends in the Next 5
Years

ACP

Kai Wang

07/10/2022

Gold Eagle: Land Investment

ACP

Liyao Liu

07/21/2022

Flying Horse: AI Applications in Robots, Medical and
Agriculture Production

ACP

Haoran Li

07/22/2022

ACP Golf Club: Film Review <Gone with the Wind>

ACP

Kai Wang

08/12/2022

ACP Golf Club: China’s Youth Generation in Golf

ACP

Kai Wang

09/09/2022

ACP Golf Club: Dallas Is about to Become Golf Lover’s
Favorite

ACP

Kai Wang
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Date

Event

Organizer

Event Chair

09/15/2022

Flying Horse: Entrepreneurship Starting from Food
Vending Cart

ACP

Anne Hsu

10/02/2022

Dragon Boat Racing

ACP, USCCC

Qiang Gan, Haoran Li

10/13/2022

Flying Horse: Stay Hungry, Stay Foolish

ACP

Anne Hsu

10/15/2022

ACP Picnic

ACP

Mariel Ma

10/23/2022

Golden Eagle: How to Look for Good Deals and
Foreclosures in Property Investment

ACP

Liyao Liu

10/29/2022

ACP MetroCon Golf Tournament

ACP

Kai Wang

About ACP Foundation
The ACP Foundation, formerly known as the Association of Chinese Professionals, was registered in the
state of Texas as a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization in 1993. With over 1,600 members from a broad
spectrum of professional fields, ACP is one of the largest platforms within the Chinese American
community for networking and information sharing in the DFW area. ACP hosts seminars, forums and
education programs free to the public, most notably, the Flying Horse Entrepreneurship Club, Gold Eagle
Investment Forum, and the ACP Robotics Education Program. FTC team 8565 TechnicBots has been selected
as Team USA in year 2021 and 2022, and won multiple gold awards in international competition. ACP also
supports fund raising and food drive initiatives, working with other organizations. The mission of ACP is
to promote community engagement, partnership, accountability, and win-win.
The ACP MetroCon is an annual convention covering the topics of Education, Technology, Career,
Entrepreneurship and Investment. Day program also includes youth competitions on Robotics and
Hackathon. Evening banquet consists of a keynote speech, Youth Award for Excellence, President’s Award,
and Community Engagement Award.

Website

Facebook

Twitter

LinkedIn
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YouTube

WeChat

2021 METROCON
Revitalize Our Community, Reimagine Our Future
A Lookback at the 2021 ACP MetroCon
2021 was an amazing year. The U.S. economy rebounded strongly from the depths of the pandemic recession. Growth
rate was 5.7 percent, the highest since 1984. Covid hospitalizations and deaths had decreased significantly, due to
widespread deployment of Covid vaccines and weaker virus variants. People were gradually returning to pre-pandemic
lifestyle. Therefore, the theme of 2021 MetroCon was “Revitalize Our Community, Reimagine Our Future”.
The 5th ACP MetroCon was successfully held on November 20, 2021 at DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel Dallas Near the
Galleria. It hosted a keynote session and 9 symposium sessions during the day. In the evening it concluded with a VIP
reception and a gala banquet.
Texas State Representatives Angie Chen Button and Matt Shaheen, Plano City Council Member Shelby Williams, Mayor
or Lewisville TJ Gilmore, NiHao Food Bank Program founder Bing Xie, Richardson City Council Members Bob Dubey and
Joe Corcoran, Mayor of Carrollton Kevin Falconer, greeted the audience and praised ACP for its leadership in community
service.
Dr. Teik C. Lim, the Interim President of University of Texas at Arlington, delivered a keynote speech at the banquet. He
presented how UT Arlington developed into a Tier One Public Research University and its role in preparing the future
workforce in science, technology, education, innovation and entrepreneurship.
Wensheng Fan, co-founder and CEO of Spectral MD, received the President’s Award for his outstanding achievement in
entrepreneurship. Fang Wang, coach of the World Class FTC team 8565 TechnicBots, received Outstanding Contribution
Award for leading Team USA to win 2 Gold Medals and 1 Silver Medal in the 2021 FIRST Global Challenges robotics
competition. Yuan Liu, Police Community Liaison at Plano Police Department, received Community Special Achievement
Award for her dedication to serving the community.
11 high school students received ACP Youth Award for Excellent (YAE). Neil Song and Fiona Chen delivered speeches on
behalf of the award recipients.
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2021 METROCON
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2022 EVENTS

5K Dash Run for the Benefit of NiHao Food Bank (March 5, 2022)

Donation to St. Anthony Academy (April 29, 2022)
24

2022 EVENTS

Peanut Butter Drive in Dallas and Coppell (September 24, 2022)

ACP-USCCC Team in Dragon Baot Racing (October 2, 2022)

ACP MetroCon Golf Tournament Award Ceremony (October 29, 2022)
25

ACP Golf Club
Impact Later! Energy First!

2022 ACP METROCON TOURNAMENT SPONSORS

Arbor International
Chinoma Mortgage
NFTGolf.Club
Phoenix Satellite TV
Sunet Group

Capital Sky
Hills Team ($10K HIO)
North Food Group
Stonebrook Capital
TCGA

ROBOTICS
With its first batch of FIRST Robotics teams starting in
2018, and FIRST Robotics Team Advisory service
launched in 2019, ACP Robotics Education program
has entered its 5th year. ACP recruited World Class
FTC team 8565 TechicBots and its coach Dr. Fang
Wang (VP of ACP) for leading this effort.

The team advanced directly to the World
Championship from the North Texas Regional
Championship as Inspire Award Winner and Finalist
Alliance, with coach Fang Wang nominated for the
Compass Award winner.
The team not only excels in Robot building/
programming/competition, but also is dedicated to
promoting STEM in communities. They offer FTC
Crash Course Camp to middle school students, FLL
Challenge Summer Camp for elementary school kids
and transitioned the teaching to ACP FTC team 18227,
lead FTC joint projects and host FTC workshops for
local teams which went internationally since
pandemic, teach Robotics at IBM GIGAWOT camp and
Boys and Girls Club, and mentor many different FIRST
teams. They even started multiple FTC teams at BGC
Clubs.

TechnicBots team has recently reached one of its
prime achievements in 2022 FTC World
Championship at Houston: they have won the most
prestigious award - Inspire Award which made them
the world champion of 2022. The team has also been
again selected as Team USA to participate in the FIRST
Global Challenge (Robotics Olympiad) 2022 in
October at Geneva, Switzerland.
The team was founded in 2009 and had their first year
of high school graduates in 2019. They are one of the
top tier teams in North Texas and have advanced to
South Super Regional and Houston World
Championship multiple times and was one of
semifinalist alliance captain teams at the 2017 World
Championship and one of the semifinalist teams for
Inspire Award at 2019 World Championship.

The FIRST Global Challenge is an Olympics-style,
international robotics competition which takes place
in a different country each year. FIRST Global invites
each nation to send a team to build and program a
robot to compete, in an effort to foster understanding
and cooperation among the youth of the world as they
use their abilities to solve the world’s problems. After
winning the Grand Award of Solution Challenges at
2021 FIRST Global Challenges in virtual
competitions, Technicbots team has been selected as
Team USA again this year, to compete in-person in
2022 FIRST Global Challenges this October at Geneva,
Switzerland.

In this past season (2021-2022), besides the Inspire
Award, they were the Franklin division Finalist
alliance in the field games of world championship and
broke the world record on the first competition day,
with one of the team captains Melody Hu nominated
as one of 10 Dean’s List Award Winners worldwide.
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Diodes Incorporated (Nasdaq: DIOD), a Standard and Poor's Smallcap 600 and Russell 3000 Index
company, is a leading global manufacturer and supplier of high-quality application-specific standard
products within the broad discrete, logic, analog, and mixed-signal semiconductor markets. Diodes serves
the consumer electronics, computing, communications, industrial, and automotive markets.
Diodes has become the diamond sponsor of FGC Team USA 2022. The products include diodes; rectifiers;
transistors; MOSFETs; GPP bridges; GPP rectifiers; protection devices; function-specific arrays; single gate
logic; amplifiers and comparators; Hall-effect and temperature sensors; power management devices,
including AC-DC converters and controllers, DC-DC switching and linear voltage regulators, voltage
references, and LED drivers; along with special-function devices, such as USB power switches, load
switches, voltage supervisors, and motor controllers. Diodes also has timing, connectivity, switching, and
signal integrity solutions for high-speed signals.

Thank You to Our Sponsors

and our
friends and families

ROBOTICS
In the past season of 2021-2022, two ACP FTC teams

- The team FLL-C 50657 ACP/Tech Titans has won

under 8565 mentoring have advanced to the North

Robot Design Award, 3rd place in the North Texas

Texas Regional Championship and won multiple

Regional Championship.

awards at the regional:
- The team FLL-C 52402 ACP/Pythoneers has won the
- The 2nd year FTC team 18227 Area52 has won

Core Value Award in the North Texas Regional

Inspire Award 3rd place, Finalist Alliance

Championship.

Captain, and Think Award in the North Texas
Regional Championship. Again, the team has proved

Although

recently

concerning

and

unhealthy

itself to be a strong competitor in both judging and

dynamics have been noticed especially in the FLL-

the field.

Challenge competitions, where certain commercial
for-profit organizations provided highly identical

- The rookie year FTC team 19567 Tier-1 has won the

and suspicious robots by adults to its teams just for

Control Award, Finalist Alliance, and Innovate

high scores, ACP Robotics as a non-profit organization

Award 2nd place in the North Texas Regional

will stay firmly on its core value: volunteer-based

Championship. It’s quite impressive for a rookie

coaches inspiring kids to do the work. All of the ACP

team progressing at this speed in North Texas.

teams are operating independently with their original
robot design and research respectively, so that none
of the robots and research projects from ACP teams
were or would be similar.
ACP Teams will always focus on the organic growth of
the kids with a full age spectrum from FLL-Explore to
FTC. We believe kids should be taught with the simple
and basic value that:
Two copycat teams with identical robot design and

All 6 of ACP FLL-C teams have advanced to the North

even the same robot code is just like copied

Texas Regional Championship:
- The

longest-established

homework in the school. That is just wrong.
team

FLL-C

40657

In the current season, 13 robotics teams sponsored by

ACP/Free Wifi, has won the Grand Champion

ACP and guided by ACP Robotics Education

Award in the North Texas Regional Championship.

Committee have kicked off their journey since August,

The team was the only team advancing to the

2022 for the season 2022-2023.

2022 Houston World Championship from the
North Texas Regional.

FTC Team 18227 ACP/Area52, is in their 3rd year
competing, but they have already established a great

- The team FLL-C 50653 ACP/EV-Trekkers has won

reputation. In the previous season, they boasted the

the Breakthrough Award in the North Texas

3rd Place Inspire Award, the Finalist Alliance

Regional Championship.

Captain and the Think Award at the Regional
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ROBOTICS
Championship in February 2022, which put them just
one spot away from direct advancement to the 2022
Worlds Championship. In the earlier season before
that, they qualified to the Texas State Cup and did
extremely well there.

for competition, they want to be able to exhibit team
culture and FIRST core values, actively help the
community, and influence more younger students.
FLL-C

Their robot was extremely dominant last season: they

50653

ACP/EV-Trekkers

has

won

Breakthrough Award in North Texas Regional

achieved the highest autonomous score overall of

Championship of Season 2021-2022. In the photo: (1st

Texas at the Regional Championship, and ranked 2nd

row from left to right) Coach Yi Qian, Ariel Yuan,

place in Regional field scores. Besides their superbly

Aurora Cai, Kenny Yue, Evan Zhang, and (2nd row from

performed robot, they also had plenty of outreach to

left to right) Andrea Tang, Isaac Ma, Kevin Cui, Coach

the community. They've hosted a plethora of FLL-C

Zhihua Cai. Our EV-Trekkers are not only just building

Scrimmages and camps, and they also mentor other

a competitive robotic team, but also eagerly tackle

robotics teams. This year, the team consists of 15 team

each area of STEM in a fun way. We are sharpening

members with some graduation and some young

math skills, learning the coding, and doing engineering,

blood to succeed in the new season.

to build the real-world skills under the FIRST core
values. In the season 2022-2023, we are learning the

FTC 19567 ACP/Tier-1 is a team of students ranging

ins and outs of robotics with high passion, challenging

from 8th grade through 12th grade. The team’s goal is

innovatively the robotic missions, and ceaselessly

to be as successful as possible while also having fun

improving our work with iterations.

along the way. Tier 1 had a successful rookie season
in 2021-2022, making it to the North Texas Regional
Championship. They were in the Finalist Alliance,
won the Control Award, and were 2nd place for the
Innovate Award.
2022-2023 season team members in the picture (from
left to right): Jean Gan, Andy Li, Isaac Mei, Ian Wu,
Timothy Mei, James Hu, Justin Wu, and Lyndon Yang.
For the 2022-2023 season, the team hopes to be more
than just a robotics team. Besides satisfying the desire
31

ROBOTICS
FLL-C 50657 ACP/Tech Titans won Award twice in
the past two seasons – 1st place of Robot Design in the
North Texas Regional Championship of season 20202021,

and

advanced

into

the

Texas

State

Championship (Texas Cup).
In the season of 2021-2022, our team ranked 2nd
place in the Champion Award at the qualifier and

Indeed, FIRST LEGO League is a great game to play,

won 3rd place in Robot Design of the North Texas

from Re-play, Cargo-connect, to Super-powered, the

Regional Championship.

team members including coaches and parents have
been devoted to it. This team is learning to have fun
even when they are working very hard!
FLL-C Team 52402 ACP/Pythoneers: We are a
middle school robotics team based in Dallas, Texas
that competes in the First Lego League Challenge. Our
team is composed of motivated learners who strive to
gain and spread knowledge about coding and
engineering. Having won 1st place for the Core
Values Award at the North Texas regionals, we are
strong in our resolve to work unitedly and inspire

FLL-C 50657 team season 2022-2023 members in
photo: Coach Lin, Clement, Sean, Samuel Li, Samuel M,
Carolyn, Wei-En, Edward, Coach Sophia, and Coach
Melanie.

others through technology. With our skills in Python
and Scratch, we are also the champions of the Lego
League qualifiers.

“Our team is a group of inspiring innovators who have
a passion for coding and building. We chose our team
name to show we have great strength and intelligence,
especially with technology. We work together to do
our best to learn and have fun.”
FLL-C 50661 ACP/RoboKidz is a passionate and
happy team, founded in Coppell, and now the team has
extended the joy footsteps to Flower Mound and
Grapevine. This is their 3rd year in the competition, the
team has been enriched with fresh blood aged from 9
to 12 years old. Every year, each season we see solid

Now, we would like to establish an open robotics club

steps of the team members grow from Robot design,

at the Dallas Public Library to continue engaging

coding, Innovation, at the same time they’ve learnt

younger kids in STEM and make a difference in the

how to be inclusive and supporting each other.

greater Dallas community.
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ROBOTICS
FLL-C 52360 ACP/RoBoGo team is in its second
season. In the 2021-2022 season, the team overcame
challenges caused by the pandemic, won the Robot
Design Award at the qualifier and advanced to the
North Texas Regional Championship competition.
Working as volunteers, the 52360 team participated
in

more

community

outreach

activities

to

demonstrate robotics and its innovation project. The
52360 team members in the photo (from left to right)
are Coach Sun, Christopher An, Luchen Lin, Coach

FLL-E Team 18443 ACP/DragonBuilders:

Yang, Sophia Yang, Julie Shen, Tiger Zhao, Ryan Chen

“We are one of the oldest ACP FLL explore teams. This

and Coach Ge.

is our 5th season, all of our first-generation team
members already graduated from FLL Explore level.
Our new members are a new set of dragon builders!
They are learning lego build so fast, and adopting fll
core values rapidly. We are discovering, exploring, and
having fun together! "

“We are building a winning team. We want to change
the world by building human-friendly robots.”
Two new but experienced team members joined the
team in this 2022-2023 season. The team aims to
develop long term interests and curiosities in robotics

Team members: Aaron, Edwin, Emma, Joanna,
Thomas, and Zander

and STEM.
FLL-C Team 55786 ACP/SaBOTage: built upon

FLL-E 21098 ACP / "Let's Play Lego" is a second-

friendship and formed with commitment to excellence,

year FLL Explore Robotics team, with 6 team members:

the rookie year all-girls team consisted of 6 middle
schoolers, including:

Amelia C., Alice C., Aiden G., Rayan L., Ryan T., and

Kristine Qiao, Melody Jing,

Levana W. "We all love building things and making the

Wanni Zhu, Emma Fu, Claire Wang and Karen Li. (In

world better!"

the picture from left to right).

The team is looking forward to another successful

The team members are highly motivated. They are

season under coach Anna Hung and coach Jash Guo.

enjoying the practice, innovating, and teamwork.
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ROBOTICS
FLL-E Team 24414 ACP/Wild Robots is one year old!
We are proud to be explorers and learners in the
world of Lego Robotics.

FLL-E Team 23436 ACP/MasterMinds is a third year
FLL Explore Robotics team. They name themselves
MasterMinds because they believe they are brilliant
thinkers. The team consists of 6 team members:

Our team name comes from a book called the Wild

Allison C, Milton C, Tommy L, Andrew W, Winston Y

Robot. We challenge ourselves to build smart robots

and Ivy L.

that can survive and live in harmony in the wild. We
are a creative and positive team. This year, we are
excited to sail in the superpowered world. Go Wild
Robots!
FLL-E 26589 ACP/Happy Poodle is a first year FLL
Explore team with team members: Angela P., Lian Z.,
Leo H., Samuel W., Jessalyn W., Dion S. (left to right in
the photo), Coach Tsing Hsu and Coach Zigang Yang.

The majority of them have been on the team for at
least a couple of years and this will be their last year
in FLL Explore before they get ready for the next level
of robotics challenge. For last season, the team has
been engaged in finding a solution to address cargo
capacity issues impacted by COVID-19. They built an
automatic port with Lego Wedo 2.0 and Spike
Essential. As a reward for their tremendous effort,
they won the Programming, Design and Discovery

“We are Lego lovers, energetic learners and eager

award at FIRST Robotics Explore festival. They are

creators who are ready to dive into the Lego Robotics
world. We are looking forward to a fun and growing
year!”

actively working on their third-year Superpowered
project regarding energy issues around the world.
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ROBOTICS
FIRST Tech Challenge:

implement their design ideas into highly extensible
and complicated competition robots.

This level typically involves youth from grade 7-12.

Although

Commercial off-the-shelf mechanical parts, 3D-

block

(Scratch)

is

the

mainstream

programming language at this level, many ACP teams

Printing, CNC or Laser-Cut customized parts are all

are efficient in Python to implement advanced control

allowed to forge the robot driven by 12V DC motors

algorithms which often lead to more robust and

and industry-standard PWM servos.

consistent robots in the competition field.

Team members in ACP FTC teams are trained to utilize
3D CAD (Computer Aided Design) software to sketch
and verify their designed mechanical modules before
hands-on exercises.
Java is the dominant programming language at this
level. ACP FTC teams are considered quite advanced in
software overall in the North Texas region. Team
members are utilizing advanced IDEs or browserbased programming interfaces to implement classical
and modern robot control, computer vision and AI
algorithms, as well as to integrate complicated

(In photo: FLL-C level award winning competition

software frameworks.

robot designed by team 40657 in past seasons.)
FIRST LEGO League: Explore
This level is for building up competences and
providing an outlook of what FIRST Robotics can be to
the junior kids typically in grade 2-4. Less competitive
but more fun robots building and regional exhibitions
are designed based on LEGO WeDo 2.0 kits and
recently updated to the LEGO Spike Essential set,
where basic mechanisms

(In photo: Victor X., David H. and Joseph S. tuning the

of

structures,

moving

turret of their team robot from past seasons.)

parts with motors, gear
transmission and sensors
can be learnt.

FIRST LEGO League: Challenge

(In photo: 1st grader Anni

The robot design and programming in this level often

from ACP FLL-E team
24414
experimenting
with
gear
rack
transmission mechanisms
from WeDo sets.)

involves youth from grade 4-8. All LEGO parts are
allowed to build the team robot driven by LEGO EV3
or Spike core set motors and sensors. Advanced teams
in ACP have expertise in LEGO CAD software to
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FLYING HORSE
The Flying Horse Entrepreneurship Club is a small elite monthly gathering hosted by the ACP Foundation with focus on
innovation and entrepreneurship. We have had entrepreneurs sharing personal success stories, VCs talking about hot
areas of investment, and experts introducing technology trends. The mission of the club is to inspire business ideas, to
support entrepreneurship, and to promote friendship/partnership between like-minded individuals.

The Psychology of Pricing in Online Retail
Thursday, October 28, 2021 / Zoom Webinar
Dr. Markus Husemann-Kopetzky is the author of The Handbook on the Psychology of Pricing.
Markus knows both sides, academia and business. He is a senior research fellow, university
lecturer, and advisor for doctoral students. He has held consulting and management roles in
the financial services and retail industries for more than a decade.
Dr. Markus
HusemannKopetzky

Dr. Markus Husemann-Kopetzky offered insights into consumer psychology, subconscious
persuasion, and people's perception of prices. His examples of pricing strategies and
tactics and their effects on consumer buying behaviors were intriguing.

Hot Areas of Startup in Bio-Microelectronics
Thursday, January 27, 2022 / Zoom Webinar

Dr. Water Hu

The breakthrough in super scale integrated circuits, converging with the demand for precision
medicine, led to an interdisciplinary field: bio-microelectronics. Dr. Water Hu elaborated on a
hot spot of innovation and entrepreneurship in bio-microelectronics: biosensor. Biosensor IC
and equipment are the key driver of precision medicine.
Dr. Hu is the founder of One Chip, which is a biosensor IC and equipment company based in
Suzhou, China. It is on the list of China’s Top 100 New Medical Equipment Companies. Dr. Hu
holds a Ph.D in Electrical Engineering from University of Notre Dame and a BS from Peking
University.

A Nerdy Engineer and A Series Entrepreneur
Thursday, April 14, 2022 / Parr Library Plano

Dr. Albert Yang

Over the past 30 years, Dr. Albert Yang has been a computer engineer. He has also been the
founder or co-founder of four startups in both the software and semiconductor industry. After
receiving his Ph.D. from the University of Waterloo, Albert worked in Nortel as a software
developer. He then worked in a few startups as CTOs in the semiconductor industry. One of
them went IPO (TWLL). In 2006, he founded Topaz Labs in Dallas, focusing on deep-learningbased image and video enhancement. Albert's passion is in hands-on technology and product
development and still enjoys coding. He shared his experience of how a "nerd" engineer
became a serial entrepreneur and some of the lessons learned along the way.

The Legend of a Star Entrepreneur
Thursday, May 19, 2022 / Swamp Café Addison
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FLYING HORSE

FLYING HORSE
Allen-based company, Newline Interactive, is the top 3 market share leader in interactive
touch panel industry in the US. It was on the list of Inc. 500 fastest growing companies in the
US from 2016 to 2018, and on the list of Deloitte Fast Tech 500 in the US from 2017 to 2022. It
is among the top 5 fastest growing technology companies in DFW in 2022.

Kevin Wang

Kevin Wang, the co-founder and CEO of Newline Interactive, shared his personal success
stories. His success originated from following his passion and taking action without fear. He
went through many difficulties during his first entrepreneurial adventure, but the lessons
learned only led to Newline’s huge success later on.

AI Applications in Robots, Medical and Agriculture Production
Thursday, July 21, 2022 / Zoom Seminar
Dr. Wang Shouyi is a professor of industrial engineering at UT Arlington. Professor Wang’s
main research areas are big data analysis, machine learning and intelligent control. His
partner companies include Foxconn, Apple and IBM.
Dr. Shouyi Wang

Professor Wang shared his scientific research experience in the development of industrial big
data and artificial intelligence systems. He explained the application of artificial intelligence in
the medical field, monitoring human brain operation by instruments or smart wearable
systems and the prevention of diseases through big data analysis. Professor Wang also
introduced the application of artificial intelligence and big data in agricultural production,
power systems and the screwing robots in Foxconn.

Entrepreneurship Starting from Food Vending Cart
Thursday, September 15, 2022 / Fat Ni BBQ Carrollton

Guiqiao Chen

Ms. Chen (Nickname FatNi) immigrated to the US in order to provide her son with a better
education despite great language barrier for herself. She started her BBQ business from a food
cart in New York and established great reputation. One day a friend told her Dallas was in
need of a BBQ restaurant, so she took the bold move immediately. She now owns a restaurant
in Carrollton and another one in Plano. During the Covid years the restaurant business got hit
severely, but she survived by offering take-out food and outdoors night market.

Stay Hungry, Stay Foolish
Thursday, October 13, 2022 / Swamp Café Addison

Dr. Logan Song

Dr. Logan Song shared his life journey from China to the US. After working in the traditional
IT industry for years, he jumped out of his comfort zone and became a multi-cloud expert. He
shares his knowledge and passion through teaching at UT Dallas as an adjunct professor, and
his book “Journey to Become a Google Cloud Machine Learning Engineer”. He is currently the
Cloud Director and Chief Cloud Architect at Dito, a Google partner specializing in a variety of
Google services. Looking back at his diverse adventures, he says, when the right time comes, all
dots get connected, and all efforts would turn into success.
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April 2022 Flying Horse Entrepreneurship Club Gathering

May 2022 Flying Horse Entrepreneurship Club Gathering
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September 2022 Flying Horse Entrepreneurship Club Gathering

October 2022 Flying Horse Entrepreneurship Club Gathering
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GOLD EAGLE
The Gold Eagle Investment Forum is a monthly seminar hosted by the ACP Foundation with focus on investment. The
forum discussed topics on macro environment, economic outlook, stock market, real estate investment and wealth
management. The WeChat group is very active in discussions and information sharing.

Introduction to ETF investing
Saturday, November 28, 2021

Jiaqi Chen

Mr. Jiaqi Chen graduated from Tsinghua University with an Electrical Engineering degree.
Currently, he is working as a non-traditional investment researcher for a financial investment
institute. His main responsibilities are analyzing hedge fund strategies and financial market
risk management. Quantitative economics, signal analysis and machine learning are the
components of his research methodology.
Are you new to US stock investment? Do you want to invest in the stock market and
participate in the growth of the stock market? Do you feel the fund yield is too low, but buying
a single stock is too risky? ETF might be one of the friendliest ways to invest in the stock
market. ETF is relatively less risky than single stock, while still letting you benefit from the
stock market growth. However, among 3,000 stocks out there, how should you choose? In this
presentation, Mr. Chen shared how to choose the right ETFs. He covered the fundamental
principles of investing as well as the fundamental knowledge of ETFs.

Value Investing Strategies
Sunday, January 23, 2022

Dr. Charlie Tian

Dr. Charlie Tian received his BS and PhD in Physics from Peking University, and holds 32 US
patents. He founded GuruFocus in 2004, which has 30,000 paid subscribers from 121 regions
and countries. Dr. Tian and GuruFocus.com have appeared in interviews and reports by top
financial magazines such as Fortune, Barron’s Weekly, and Business Week. He is the author of
the book “Invest Like a Guru: How to Generate Higher Returns at Reduced Risk with Value
Investing”.
The US stock tumbled in 2022. In early 2022 the Fed signaled it was pivoting to a tighter
monetary policy to tap down surging inflation, a significant change to the investing
environment. How should we deal with the unpredictable stock market? Dr. Tian elaborated
on Value Investment Strategies, especially on High-quality value investing strategies, analyzed
the 2022 stock market investment directions, and shared the basics of ETF’s and investment
methods. More than 200 people attended the seminar.

Investment Opportunities in 2022
Sunday, February 20, 2022
Anna Wu is the COO of BaiYi Family Office’s science and technology sector, and a former
director of UBS alternative investment division. She obtained an economics degree from
Beijing University and an MBA from Columbia University.
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The global stock market in 2022 has been one of the most volatile markets. Persistent high
inflation has lasted for several months and Federal Reserve is ready to increase interest rates
and reduce the balance sheet. As a result of such uncertain environment, investment
opportunities in either stock or real estate are increasingly challenging. Ms. Wu shared her
perspective in 2022’s investment opportunities.

Anna Wu

The investment themes focused by global family offices.
Opportunities and challenges in the market and how we should react.
How close are we to a decentralized financial market and what kind of opportunities will
it bring us?

US Stock Market Analysis and Prospects for 2022
Sunday, March 13, 2022

Wendy Chen

Wendy Chen is a Senior financial and investment portfolio consultant for the well-known
Merrill Lynch Wealth Management / Bank of America. Wendy holds an MBA with a
concentration on finance from the University of North Carolina. Wendy shared update-todate research from Merrill Lynch’s investment team, and analyzed macro-environment
changes in 2022. She elaborated on the Fed policy adjustment and how it should be
incorporated into the investment strategy. She also discussed the investment trends in the
wake of the pandemic and structural shift.

Trust as an Investment Solution
Sunday, May 1, 2022

Dr. Ke Liao

Dr. Ke Liao is a veteran advisor in the finance and insurance industries. He graduated from
UIUC with a PhD degree in AI. He also has an MBA in Finance from SMU. Dr. Liao has over 20
years’ experience in stock and option trading, 15 years’ experience in commercial and
residential investment. He specializes in small business and high net individual financial
services.
Dr. Liao talked about how to use the trust as a protection tool. Investors can legally reduce
capital gains tax, inheritance tax, and avoid Common Reporting Standard (CRS) if an
individual properly applies a trust in the investment. Dr. Liao compared the inheritance laws
between China and US, and stated a will is a fundamental protection, but it is not enough. A
living trust is a much better investment solution when it comes to protecting your
investments. A trust can provide protection in a variety of scenarios, for example, an ABC
trust can protect children or parents in a complicated marriage. High net worth individuals
can use insurance and trust to plan their investments and legally reduce the tax burden. In
addition, advantages and limitations of living trust were discussed.

Land Investment
Sunday, July 10, 2022
Mr. Frank Zhen is a Partner of North American Real Estate Academy, former Vice President of
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Xin Dong Fang, a cross-border entrepreneur, and a senior real estate investor. He has more
than ten years of experience in TAX LIEN/TAX DEED land investment.
The economy is down, but real estate is up, what should we do before the recession hits? It is
time to consider anti-inflation and anti-cyclical investment products to effectively reduce the
risk of asset depreciation. Frank shared the five advantages in land investment:
Frank Zhen

1. Anti inflation and anti-cyclical investment products
2. Remotely operated investment products
3. It is easy to buy low and sell high
4. No cumbersome and annoying tenant management
5. Control of the upstream of real estate investment

Investment Strategies for Multifamily and Self-Storages
Sunday, August 28, 2022

Tim Chen

Tim Chen is a former full-time Coldwell Banker Richard Ellis (CBRE) commercial real estate
broker, International Registered Commercial Real Estate Investor, and Certified Commercial
Investment Member (CCIM). He is managing and operating Multifamily & Self-Storage assets
exceeding 100 million US dollars. Tim has dual BA in Accounting and Business Administration
from USC (University of Southern California).
Tim shared Two commercial real estate investment strategies:
1. Buy, hold / sell for appreciation
2. Buy, forced value-add, hold/value added sell when there are various problems with the
property, or the full potential of the property needs maximization.
Solve the problems in the short term to improve property’s net cash flow
Further increase the value of the property (the value of commercial real estate is all in the
net cash flow).
Tim also shared individual cases, they are all sound investments with good returns, not only
in appreciation, but also in positive cash flow.

How to Find a Good Deal in Real Estate Market
Sunday, October 23, 2022
Dr. Fang is an Associate Professor at American University with nearly ten years of real estate
investing experience. She is the co-founder of North American Real Estate Academy.

Dr. Lanjuan Zhao
(nick name
Dr. Fang)

Dr. Fang explained how you can purchase a house in a declining housing market with positive
cash flow through owner financing. A property can be purchased from motivated sellers,
flipped, and sold to those without a credit score for a price a bit higher than market value.
There are 22% of adults in the United States without credit scores. The interest rate of seller
financing can be higher than what a buyer can get from a bank. Therefore, buying the right
property even in a declining housing market is not a risk. Dr. Fang also shared how to select
good deals.
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Comerica means
Community.
At Comerica Bank, we see every local business as an opportunity
to build our community. That’s why we go beyond traditional banking,
providing strategic ﬁnancial partnership and guidance, with the
products and support that businesses need to grow.
We’ve been serving our community for nearly 150 years, helping
entrepreneurs and nonproﬁt organizations succeed. Because we
know that when the community grows, we all grow together.
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Allen Wang
Wishes 2022
ACP MetroCon
a huge success!

A Tradition of Excellence.
A Vision for Success.
At Vistra, we believe we can make a difference the lives
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transition to a clean energy future.
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